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Body: Background Hospital admissions for exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)
are the main cost drivers of the disease. An alternative is treating suitable patients at home. This study
reports on the cost-effectiveness of the GO AHEAD trial in the Netherlands. Methods Patients (n=139) were
randomized to seven days of inpatient hospital treatment (HOSP), or to three inpatient hospital days and
home treatment by community nurses for four days (EAD). Nursing and physician activities were analyzed
in detail in order to estimate costs for inpatient days. Healthcare resource use, absenteeism, and informal
care were recorded in cost diaries. Calculations were performed from a healthcare perspective and a
societal perspective, including costs outside healthcare. Results Seven days after admission, mean change
from baseline Clinical COPD Questionnaire (CCQ) score was better for HOSP, but not statistically
significantly: 0.29 (95% CI: - 0.04; 0.61). The difference in the probability of having a clinically relevant
improvement was significant, in favor of HOSP: 19.0%-point (CI: 0.5%; 36.3%). EAD saved costs. The
difference was significant from a healthcare perspective: -€244 (CI: -315; -168). Societal: -€65 (CI: -152; 25)
After three months follow-up, differences in effectiveness had disappeared. The difference in
quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) was 0.0054 (CI: -0.021; 0.0095). EAD saved costs from a healthcare
perspective, but not significantly: -€168 (CI: -1253; 922). From a societal perspective, total costs increased,
due to higher informal care costs: €908 (CI: -553; 2296). Conclusions No clear evidence was found to
conclude that either treatment was more effective or less costly.
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